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Programme EIPC 50th Anniversary Conference
Dusseldorf, Germany
Date: June 21 & 22, 2018
Location: Courtyard Hotel Dusseldorf Seestern, Germany
Visit: New Multilayer Factory Unimicron, Geldern
"Learn how European PCB manufacturers meet or exceed the
requirements of the Global PCB industry and its supply chain"
June 21 & 22, 2018
Dusseldorf, Germany
The Past, the Present and the Future
These are the three elements of the EIPC 50th Anniversary
Conference being held in Dusseldorf in June this year. Half a century
has passed since EIPC was founded in the days when the PCB was
more than just a commodity, they were technological works of art,
and fellow artists came together to compare notes and to see which
galleries were having good exhibitions and commissions.
There will be a first-class show on 21st & 22nd June, when the
Conference on Day 1 culminates with a visit to Unimicron's new
multilayer factory in Geldern, the Tate Modern of the European PCB
industry. This will be followed by a Celebration Dinner at the 14th
Century listed and moated Walbeck Castle, an excellent hotel since
2014. More V&A than B&Q.
Day 1 will be the occasion in which Paul Waldner looks back over 50
years in the industry whilst Hans Friedrichkreit unveils his metric
crystal ball to compete with the imperial one that Walt Custer usually
produces. From then on there will be a wealth of technological
diatribes on trendy topics such as traceability, tackling PCB 4.0, and
trending with halogen-free laminates.
Day 2 is dedicated to the titles of flex for 5G, curved and stretchable
PCBs, Open Source Language, Organic Surface Preservatives, and
Lab-on-PCB technology as well as the traditional glimpses into
developments in applications, chemistries and supply chain
management.
The Past and The Future will have been given due reverence during
the conference, but for The Present to have any real weight, your
presence is required. Make sure that you join in this unique event
completing the registration form or by contacting Kirsten SmitWestenberg, who will be found on kwestenberg@eipc.org
We look forward to seeing you in June!
The EIPC Team
The Bonus programme will include a tour at the New Multilayer
Factory Unimicron and a Celebration and Network dinner at Schloss
Walbeck.
Please click here for the conference registration form.
Please click here for the Sponsor possibilities.
Hotel reservation information will be provided after receipt of
your conference registration
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NEWS FROM GERMANY

SCHWEIZER shows successful start into the new Fiscal Year
· EBITDA stable with 3.5 million euro
· EBIT at 1.6 million euro higher than last year
· Order book increases by 5 percent against last year’s first quarter

With a turnover of 31.8 million euro in the first quarter 2018 (2017:
32.4 million euro), the SCHWEIZER Group met its expectations. The group’s EBITDA (earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation) remained stable compared to last year’s
first quarter at 3.5 million euro, whereby the EBITDA margin of 10.9 percent slightly exceeded
last year’s value (2017: 10.7 percent). The EBIT (earnings before interest and taxes) increased to
1.6 million euro (2017: 1.5 million euro), corresponding to an EBIT margin of 4.9 percent (2017:
4.5 percent).
Backed by a good economic development as expected, the positive trend continued in
SCHWEIZER’s most important customer segment automotive as well. The pressure to implement
the demanding CO2- reductions and the fast pace of technological developments in the areas of
autonomous driving and lighting technologies have a positive impact on the demand for
SCHWEIZER’sprinted circuit boards. Increasing bottle necks in the supply chain of car
manufacturers, in particular in the components sector however, set limits to the actual growth
potential. SCHWEIZER still achieves the major part of its turnover with customers from the
automotive sector. Sales with this customer segment came up to 22.1 million euro in the first
quarter (2017: 23.1 million euro). Sales in the industry segment increased by 10.4 percent to 7.4
million euro, while the development with the other customers remained stable.
The production site in Schramberg accounted for 88 percent of the total turnover, the partner
network in Asia for 12 percent. Series production started at Meiko Electronics in Vietnam as well
as at WUS Kunshan. We expect further output increases from here in the coming quarters.
SCHWEIZER’s balance sheet figures and the operative cash flow remain at a good level, debts
slightly increased to 52.9 million euro (December 31, 2017: 51.3 million euro). While the financial
liabilities were reduced further, other reserves increased. The equity capital rose to 64.3 million
euros so that the equity ratio came up to 54.9 percent (December 31, 2017: 54.9 percent). Net
gearing amounted to -4.5 percent. This means the liquid assets continue to be higher than the
fixed-rate debts. In the previous year’s quarter this amounted to +0.9 percent.
Forecast for 2018 confirmed

“We are very happy with the start into the new fiscal year. We further on expect our turnover to
increase by 6 to 8 percent to a level slightly below 130 million euro. The turnover achievements
of the first quarter and the expected sales increases through our partner network reaffirm this
forecast. Concerning the EBITDA we also stay with our previous estimate of about 10 million
euro or an EBITDA margin of 7 to 9 percent. Besides the usual seasonal influences we also expect
an impact deriving from the start of the construction period of our site in China”, comments
Marc Bunz, Chief Financial Officer of Schweizer Electronic AG.
www.morethanPCBs.com

Atotech to present InPro® THF for advanced HDI and a series of new products for
flex/ flex-rigid PCBs at C’Tex 2018
BERLIN, May 14, 2018: Atotech today announced that it will showcase its latest production
solutions for advanced HDI and flex/ flex-rigid PCBs in hall C1 booth number AN6 at the C’Tex
2018 show. The trade show will be held in the Suzhou International Expo Center from May 16 to
18. Next to its product promotion at its trade show booth, the company takes part in the New
Product Introduction sessions with the introduction of its new InPro® THF chemistry.
On Thursday, May 17, from 2:00 to 2:40 pm, Mustafa Oezkoek, Global Product Manager for
Panel and Pattern Plating at Atotech Deutschland GmbH, will present InPro® THF for advanced
HDI (mSAP). InPro® THF provides reliable BMV filling performance at high current densities up to
3 A/dm² especially for (a)mSAP applications in mass production. The process meets the
technological and yield requirements for next generation HDI and packaging and provides
pattern plating with excellent pattern distribution. It may also be used for TH filling and reduces
the number of processing steps needed, thereby leading to improved reliability, productivity, and
reduced costs. The three additive component system further provides excellent stability without
the formation of harmful breakdown products.
Additional product highlights at Atotech’s booth will be Cupracid® Flex / InPro® Flex, an
economic conformal plating solution for standard flex and rigid-flex applications, and StannaCOF, an immersion tin for chip on film technology.
Cupracid® Flex / InPro® Flex
Cupracid® Flex and InPro® Flex are specifically designed for standard conformal flex applications.
The Cupracid® Flex process is for use in vertical systems with soluble anodes whereas InPro® Flex
can be used in systems with insoluble anodes. Even at higher current density, pattern uniformity
and line shape are very good. Both processes consist of a simple two additive system and provide
excellent throwing power at high current densities without any corner flattening.
Stanna-COF
Stanna-COF is the latest extension to Atotech’s already well versed immersion tin family. The
application enables Chip On Film (COF) technology. With Stanna-COF, the chips are bonded
straight onto the tracks necessitating a smooth and even finish. The process assures improved
yields and functionality and allows for high volume reel to reel production. Stanna-COF has the
potential to enhance fine line capability and provides a protective and functional final finish as
demanded by this technology.
For further information on these new products, visitors to the show are invited to join Atotech’s
New Product Introduction presentation or pass by the Atotech booth in hall C1 number AN6
during the C’Tex show from May 16 to 18. Local and international product specialists will be on
site to discuss any question or inquiry.
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NEWS FROM NORWAY
Printed Circuit Broker Elmatica launch first step towards a Digital
Supply Chain
- The PDF format belongs to the past. Now it's time to take the plunge into full
digitalization with a Digital Supply Chain, where data is available for all involved parties
at all time, making live tracking of your entire purchasing process possible, says CEO
of Elmatica Didrik Bech.
A more and more digital production line increases the efficiency and allows focus on other
tasks, that creates a higher value for the company and customers. The supply chain has
evolved from some points of contact to complex chains of designers, OEMs, assemblers,
brokers, distributors, factories and sub-contractors. All sending data back and forward, doing
manual labor trying to interpret. Elmatica is about to change that.
Avoid the manual interpretations
- By implementing a digital supply chain we will avoid the manual interpretations, yet share
data digitally with all involved parties in the supply chain, providing transparency, predictability
and better control of all processes, says Bech.
- Imagine how things are today, a supply chain built partly on digital communication, pdf, and
paper. The tracking and controlling process are time-demanding and it's difficult to have full
control. With a Digital Supply Chain, we will have the capability to handle a quote digitally
from start to end, by implementing automation, Application Programming Interface (API) and
Artificial Intelligence (AI). This will provide us with the ability to handle even more requests at
a faster speed, with even higher accuracy and with the same amount of employees. It is a
win-win situation for all involved in a purchasing process, says Bech.
Live access to all data for customers
A digitized production line requires a higher demand for efficiency and speed. Customers
experience automation, want their RFQs faster and the ability to track the development of
their products.
- We have already taken our first steps on the new digital highway by implementing Alfa 1
version of a completely new platform and system for verifying, calculating and storing our
offers digital. The new system will make data handling safer and easier to access. By using
APIs to automate processes and collect information through Artificial Intelligence, the process
will run smoother and be presented to our customers in a precise and improved matter. The
new way of handling offers, is the first step towards live access to all data for our customers,
says Bech.
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NEWS FROM THE UK
Simon Rowe joins Spirit Circuits to help drive Value-Added Resale PCB Sales

SCL PCB Solutions Group, a leading European manufacturer of PCB requirements,
announced that Simon Rowe has joined Spirit Circuits as Business Development
Manager VAR Sales. In a highly competitive and price sensitive market, customers of
Spirit Circuits can rely on the company’s unique sales proposition for highly
competitive terms and prices for the supply of their PCB requirements.
Through a combination of an established office in China and a £4.1m funding
package which includes invoice finance, trade finance and foreign exchange facilities,
Spirit Circuits is able to pass on preferential rates, purchasing & shipping terms to its
UK and European customers.
To drive growth, support customers and increase sales of Spirit Circuits’ traded
product portfolio, Simon Rowe now joins the company as Business Development
Manager VAR Sales. Simon brings nearly 30 years of sales experience and an indepth understanding of customer requirements gained during his successful career
in the electronics manufacturing industry. He joins Spirit Circuits from WUS, where
he was Business Development Manager with responsibility for sales and sales growth
in Europe. Simon started his impressive career at Enthone Omi in 1990 after
graduating from Coventry University with a Bachelor of Engineering (Hons) degree in
Materials Technology.
Lee Lloyd, Sales Director, comments: 'We are delighted that Simon has joined the
Spirit Circuits team. He has a solid understanding of the PCB & electronics
manufacturing industry, and his experience and talent allows us to expand our scale

and scope in the market and strengthen our value-added resale solutions offering.'
For more information about Spirit Circuits and the SCL PCB Solutions Group of
companies, please visit www.sclpcbgroup.com.

Institute of Circuit Technology

ICT ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM
THE 2018 ICT ANNUAL SYPOSIUM WILL BE HELD ON THE 5TH JUNE 2018 AT THE
NATIONAL MOTOR MUSEUM IN BEAULIEU
Free to Members and Guests
THE THEME WILL BE CONTROLS FOR DIGITAL IMAGING.
1) Professor Andy Cobley, ICT Chairman will give the opening remarks and an update on
the MATUREOLIFE project on wearable electronics
2) Andy West of Loughborough University will give the Keynote
3) Neil Chamberlain of Polar Instruments will speak on 'Fast and Fine' The signal
Integrity challenges of fine lines and high speed signalling
4) Mutracz will deliver a complimentary presentation from a joint project
5) Mr Michel van den Heuvel from Ucamco-Ledia will present on Digital Equipment
6) Orbotech will also present on Digital Equipment
7) Chris Wall of Electrapolymers will discuss ink jet as a form of direct imaging

SUPPORTED BY POLAR INSTRUMENTS

TABLETOPS AVAILABLE
Enquiries to :- bill.wilkie@instct.org

UK starts £11m project to revolutionise electronics
Three UK universities are to take part in a £11m programme for the development of
nanotechnology
for
electronics.
Imperial College London and the
Universities of Southampton and
Manchester, will work with industrial
partners on the project to replace
traditional transistors with memristors
as the basis of electronic circuits.
Today all ICs are built from vast
numbers of transistors (electronic
switches). The size of transistors has
continually shrunk but are now reaching
their physical limit.
There is an expectation that memristors could hold the key by being both smaller and
simpler in form than transistors, low-energy. They also have the ability to retain data due to
the charge that has passed through them.
As a result the data processing and memory functions could be more efficiently integrated.
Prof Themis Prodromakis from the University of Southampton and principal investigator of
the programme, writes:
“For decades we have followed the pattern that computers should have separate processor
and memory units, but these are now struggling to cope with the masses of data in the
public domain.”

Prof Themis Prodromakis
The University of Southampton has previously demonstrated a memristor technology that
can store up to 128 discernible memory states per switch, almost four times more than
previously reported.
Prof Themis Prodromakis, writes:
“Memristor technologies bring great prospects for next-generation chips, which need to be
highly reconfigurable yet affordable, scalable and energy-efficient, not to mention secure.”
“To achieve this, we have assembled some of the UK’s best academics and industrialists for
developing the core technology as well as the required tools for demonstrating the benefits
of the technology in real-working services and products.”
The programme has significant funding from the government’s EPSRC.
By Richard Wilson Electronics Weekly, 4th May 2018

Ventec Launches Dk 3.48 Ceramic-Filled
Hydrocarbon Thermoset Material
tec-speed 20.0: Designed for the world's most demanding high
frequency PCB applications
15th May 2018 – Ventec International Group Co., Ltd. (6672 TT), a world
leader in the production of polyimide & high reliability epoxy laminates
and prepregs, has added to its extensive signal integrity laminate and
prepreg range with the launch of tec-speed 20.0, a ceramic-filled
hydrocarbon thermoset material designed for high frequency
applications. tec-speed 20.0 combines unrivalled high frequency
performance (Dk 3.48 / Df 0.0037), superior loss characteristics and the
highest reliability with fast availability and efficient delivery through
Ventec’s fully controlled and managed global supply chain and technical
support-network.
No More Compromises - Performance, Price & Availability
tec-speed 20.0 (VT-870) is designed for the world's most demanding high
frequency Printed Circuit Board applications such as cellular base station
antennas, power amplifiers, LNB for broadcast satellites, automotive radar
and RFID. With tec-speed 20.0, Ventec has responded to customer demands
for a high-performance, reliable and cost-efficient high frequency material that
also has a fast and efficient global delivery promise and dependable technical
support.
tec-speed 20.0 is a high frequency laminate designed to preserve signal
integrity up to high-GHz frequencies and has extremely low 3.48 dielectric
constant (Dk) and 0.0037 dissipation factor (Df). By minimizing insertion
losses, tec-speed 20.0 provides greater freedom to optimize copper trace
widths, spacing, and PCB thickness.
Tested according to IPC-TM-650 specifications – the industry’s gold-standard
– tec-speed 20.0 is UL approved, reliable and durable, offering outstanding
thermal performance. High glass transition temperature (Tg), high peel
strength, and low CTE ensure structural integrity and reliability, in process and
hardworking applications.
tec-speed 20.0 is available as laminate or prepreg (VT-870PP), as standard
with HTE copper foil or with HVLP (Hyper Very Low Profile) foil to attenuate
passive intermodulation (PIM) effects.
tec-speed 20.0 ceramic-filled hydrocarbon thermoset material is manufactured
by Ventec using strict quality-controlled processes that are certified to AS9100
Revision D, ISO/TS16949 and ISO 9001:2015, and, like all Ventec products,
is backed by a fully controlled and managed global supply chain, sales- and
support-network.

Further information about tec-speed 20.0 is available at
www.ventecsolutions.com/tec-speed-20/.
About Ventec International
With volume manufacturing facilities and HQ in Suzhou China, Ventec
International specializes in advanced copper clad glass reinforced and metal
backed substrates for the PCB industry. With distribution locations and
manufacturing sites in both the US and Europe, Ventec International is a
premier supplier to the Global PCB industry. For more information, visit
www.venteclaminates.com.
Media Contact
Kim Sauer (Mr)
Ventec International Group
Global Marketing Communications
Email: kim.sauer@ventec-europe.com
Mobile: +44 7906 019 022
Skype: sauerkuic
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ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY NEWS
The irresistible appeal of automotive electronics
Srikanth Rengarajan

Companies who previously designed all forms of consumer electronic devices such
as smartphones and digital cameras, are steering themselves to chip companies
driving the autonomous vehicle trend.
Every engineer I know tracks NASA, its space programs and aeronautics and
aerospace research, and secretly longs to work on mission-critical systems.
He may have found one. The latest mission-critical challenge is automotive
electronics. Of course, automotive electronics has irresistible appeal. Engineers who
previously designed all forms of consumer electronic devices such as smart phones
and digital cameras, are steering themselves to semiconductor companies driving
the autonomous vehicle trend. It’s an exciting new field filled with enormous
promise and gigantic challenges suitable for clever, inquisitive engineers.
What engineers moving into this area don’t realize is that while their skills are
transferable, they need to develop a whole new set of other skills. A specialized
skillset is nothing new. Mission-critical systems engineers have long grappled with
verifiable functional safety and reliability of their designs, something a smart phone
designer wouldn’t prioritize. He or she would have a specialized skillset for managing
the multi-app congestion of a smart phone.
The automotive sector, piloted in large part by the explosive growth of Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), is going through a particularly critical phase of
defining a safety process for a smarter and safer driving experience. That means an
understanding of the ISO 26262 standard is critical, for example. It mandates
traceable and documented design and verification methodologies backed up by
quantitative measures of failure rates of the underlying hardware. For an engineer in
automotive electronics, mastery of the standard and functional safety and the tool
solutions is a must.
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Design tool providers offer a variety of safety analysis and hardening techniques to
solve automotive functional safety. Some support traceability and related front-end
flows, while others improve their simulation capabilities for "fault-campaign"
methodologies. Meanwhile, a few companies offer custom circuit intellectual
property (IP) and techniques so designs meet the automotive safety (ASIL) criteria.
All are good efforts but makeshift. Instead, an automated end-to-end flow to take
the guesswork out of functional safety is what a mission-critical systems engineer
needs. A design should be able to go from the safety requirements analysis through
functional analysis, hardening and fault-injection campaign to generate an auditable
and verifiable collateral that enables the system to obtain the required safety
Integrity certification level.
Consider, for example, the real-world example of an Asian electronics major whose
CMOS imaging modules are well known for providing the stunning pictures in some
of the leading smartphone brands in the world today. While the camera module,
with its 16K+ resolution, HDR-support, low-light capabilities and MIPI-CSI3, is an
impressive feat, deploying that technology into a car-vision system while meeting
the required ASIL B or C rating poses a few challenges.
Defined as the “Absence of unreasonable risk due to hazardscaused by
malfunctioning behavior of Electrical/Electronic systems,” functional safety is
embodied in 11 separate volumes in the ISO 26262 specification covering the
lifecycle of automotive electronics. The engineer is expected to retool his or her
process flow to demonstrate resilience of the design to systematic faults. For
probabilistic random failures, the standard specifies precise metrics that form the
basis for the all-important ASIL classifications. Here is where, a tool-based approach
returns dividends in the form of repeatable and demonstrable results.
Step one is to evaluate legacy design from a safety perspective. The goal is to meet
maximum failure rates (FITs) allowed for the design’s ASIL target and the minimum
level of coverage against random failures mandated by the standard. Arriving at
these numbers is a combination of design knowledge, failure-rate information for
process and packaging combined with architectural use-case input.
Gap analysis forms the basis for the next stage, safety hardening. Sensor control
inputs, algorithmic stages or even the CSI module controller may be subject to safety
mechanism oversight. Simple hardware options include adding error-correcting
codes or parity bits. More complex mechanisms like duplication of entire portions of
logic with comparison logic, watchdog timers for runway code or thresholding
algorithms are tricks of the safety trade that a transitioning engineer is expected to
master. Hand optimizations are possible but a tool-driven addition of safety
mechanism is an increasingly popular trend in the automotive industry.
The final press on the accelerator is to demonstrate the resilience of the sensor
module to random failures, typically done through injecting faults into critical
portions of the design using a fault injection tool. Multiple options are on the market
but scalability and ease of use persist. While functional verification deals with
2

exposing structural design flaws, safety verification takes the design and injects
multiple faults at each safety-critical node, exploding the verification state-space by
orders of magnitude. Innovative fault propagation tools are coming online that solve
this problem. Add design-centric challenges such as requirements tracking, training
and qualification of engineers, tools and designs and process management as well.
A solid understanding of tool-driven safety will go a long way toward easing the
transition of a newly minted safety engineer from a non-mission critical systems
application segment.
Welcome to automotive electronics, this era’s mission-critical challenge!
-- Srikanth Rengarajan is vice president of products and business development at
Austemper Design Systems of Austin, Texas, provider of comprehensive functional
safety solutions for mission-critical systems. Most recently, he worked at Broadcom
leading engineering efforts responsible for security and functional safety solutions for
the connected vehicle, serving as an evangelist for emerging vehicular standards to
support automotive gateways, advanced driver-assistance systems (ADAS) and
telematics.

Trump administration will allow AI to 'freely develop' in U.S.: official
David Shepardson – Reuters
The Trump administration will not stand in the way of the development of artificial
intelligence in the United States, a top official said on Thursday, while acknowledging
that the burgeoning technology will displace some jobs.
At a White House summit that included companies like Alphabet Inc’s Google,
Facebook Inc and Amazon.com Inc, technology policy advisor Michael Kratsios said
the administration of President Donald Trump did not want to dictate “what is
researched and developed.”
“To the greatest degree possible, we will allow scientists and technologists to freely
develop their next great inventions right here in the United States,” he said,
according to a copy of his remarks provided by the White House.
AI and deep machine learning raise ethical concerns about control, privacy,
cybersecurity, and the future of work, companies and experts say.
Kratsios acknowledged that “to a certain degree, job displacement is inevitable.”He
added: “But we can’t sit idle, hoping eventually the market will sort it out. We must
do what Americans have always done: adapt.”
The White House, which has previously clashed with scientists over issues such as
climate change, conservation and budget cuts, said it would create a new committee
on AI. It will be comprised of the most senior research and development officials
3

across the U.S government, tasked with looking at R&D priorities and better
coordinating federal investments.
“We cannot be passive. To realize the full potential of AI for the American people, it
will require the combined efforts of industry, academia, and government,” Kratsios
said.
“In the private sector, we will not dictate what is researched and developed. Instead
we will offer resources and the freedom to explore,” he added.
Intel Corp chief executive Brian Krzanich, who attended the summit, said in a blog
post that “without an AI strategy of its own, the world’s technology leader risks
falling behind.”
AI is already being used in a number of fields. For instance, the National Institute of
Health is exploring ways machine learning can improve cancer detections and
treatment, while the General Services Administration is using AI to reduce the need
for federal auditors, the White House said.
Among more than 30 major companies attending included officials from Ford Motor
Co, Boeing Co, Mastercard Inc and Microsoft Corp.
The Pentagon and various U.S. departments took part, along with senior White
House officials including Jared Kushner and Andrew Bremberg, who heads the
Domestic Policy Council.
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INTERNATIONAL DIARY
EIPC 50th ANNIVERSARY CONFERENCE 2018
June 21 & 22 June 2018
Düsseldorf, Germany
www.epc.org

JPCA Show 2018

6th – 8th June 2018
Big Sight, Tokyo, Japan
www.jpcashow.com

IPCA Expo 2018

26th – 28th September
BIEC, Bengaluru, India
www.ipca.org

FED Conference 2018
27th – 28th September
Bamberg, Germany
www.fed.de

TPCA Show 2018

24th – 26th October 2018
Nangan Exhibition Centre, Taipei, Taiwan
www.tpcashow.com

ELECTRONICA 2018

14th – 17th November 2018
Messe Munchen, Munich, Germany
www.electronica.de

HKPCA-IPC Expo 2018
December
www.hkpca-ipc-show.org

